SURVIVAL OPERATIONS SPECIALISTS
AUSTRALIA’S AWARD-WINNING INNOVATORS OF MARINE RESCUE EQUIPMENT
SOS Marine is an Australian manufacturer who identified the need for change in the contemporary approaches
to recovery of a person overboard situation. Improved equipment capabilities made SIMPLE-TO-USE

SOS Dan Buoy Inflatable-Marker

● The SOS Dan Buoy Inflatable-Marker ● The SOS Dan Buoy has positive
is ready to deploy at any time. JUST
benefits for Search & Rescue
THROW
Helicopters as it acts as a maker
identifying the location of the
● It weighs only 4 kilos making it
swimmer and can be set in
easy-to-use by all age groups. It has a
motion without delay.
2.5 streaming ribbon which allows it
to be seen up to 1700 metres, the
key to keeping track victim.

● It meets the Yachting Australia
rules attached to the lifebuoy and
Yachting America sailing rules.

● It also has a large drogue to reduce
● The SOS Dan Buoy inflatable
downwind drift. The inflatable tube
marker has won several
has webbing loops (patented) for
prestigious awards including the
support and gives buoyancy to the
victim especially when fatigued. It
NSW Engineering Excellence
can be used in fresh or salt water and
Award for Welfare, Health & Safety.
when recovered it can be recharged
and repacked for future use.

S.O.S Reelsling rescue system

The difference with the S.O.S Reelsling rescue system, it tackles
the dark side; it is important to see where the rope is especially
in the darkyou don’t want it wrapped around your propeller.
S.O.S Reel sling’s reflective rope tackles the dark side of night
rescue by using the innovation of 160ft of reflective floating rope
for visual assistance after sunset.

SOS 2 & 4 Person-rafts

SOS Recovery Ladder

SOS 2 & 4 Person-rafts are easy to
maintain with reduced servicing costs.
They are also exceptionally stable as it
has 3 water pockets, a total of 165 litres
of ballast water.

The SOS Recovery Ladder answers
the questions for boaters. How do I
get back on-board?

The SOS 2 Person Life Rafts is
easy-to-handle, weighing 7.5 kilos it
offers coastal boaters travelling alone or
with another person, an easier system to
use, as some existing rafts are heavy and
cumbersome for a couple to move into
position.
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The TWO-IN-ONE multi-function
ladder performs 2 types of
recoveries using just one product.
Use rungs as ladder or use entire
shape to horizontally lift victim
“Parbuckle” recovery style 2:1
leverage with halyard or black &
tackle.

